full booming cosmic laugh, that spontaneous response to a release from dread coming with the sudden realization: "Oh, is that all it is!" But that explanation didn't carry the evening either. So I was pressed to admit: to laugh because I know I'm bigger and more lasting than death can only happen if I know how to do that most mighty of human acts, to hope:
So, what might people do in the face of death and its darkness? I know of only three alternatives: distraction, despair, or hope. And that brings four friends during a quiet dinner close to where we are late in this century, right up to the borders of the increasingly intolerable repression and distraction that mark our era in Western culture.
S ixteen years ago I used a version of the above snippet of dialogue to introduce a philosophical reflection on death I had accepted to write for a university journal (2) . I was younger and bolder then, and just brash enough to undertake the impossible task of writing something, presumably understandable, about death.
The other night, a doctor, pained and reflective over the recent deaths of so many young AIDS patients, forced this better-if-forgotten article back into my memory when he asked me in the middle of a dinner conversation: "David, do you think there is life after death? Doesn't the law of entropy govern everything? Aren't we, small and insignificant, caught for a short time, our lifetime, between two impenetrable darknesses: where have we come from and where are we going?" I foolishly blurted out: "Not me! I shall defy the law of entropy!"
DYING, YES, BUT NOT DEAm
We all laughed, but then my three hosts and friends pressed me further with their questions Montaigne said: "It is dying, not death, that I about how should human beings behave, what fear." Now that rings true today. We speak a great could they possibly think or say or do, in the face deal about dying, and the stress in our talk, of the dreadful darkness that is death. My fish and rightly so, is on "dying with dignity", the cultic rice were by now getting cold, the chilled white phrase of the palliative care movement. The Wine in my glass was getting warm, and I knew I phrase means so many important things, such as: couldn't, in the seconds of a respectably short controlling pain, managing symptoms, calming pause, come up with any striking metaphysical anxieties, comforting the dying and their families, answers as to what people might think or say . . . knowing when and how to retire from insensitive about death. So I picked the question about what technological prolongations of life, assuring people might possibly do in the face of death and quality of life when cure is no-longer possible, its darkness. and helping families execute a healthy grieving Well, what might people possibly do?Hold process. hands, I said. We all have to enter that darkness,
We talk a great deal about all of these things. so we might do it together, holding hands, as did But we seem to have signed a solemn pact with the two officers, about to be executed, at the end silence on the matter of death. We have substiof the film Breaker Morant. And laugh, I said, we tuted thought and talk and research about what might laugh. My friends looked at me oddly and I we can somehow manage, and that is dying. We had to explain that I did not mean the cynical, don't know how to manage death, so what could empty laugh that banalizes real evil. I meant the we possibly say about that? -. ...
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;:l .... ,2,@ • . A little boy in France startled George Steiner on the occasion of Jean-Paul Sartre's funeral. There were throngs and throngs of people in the funeral cortege and Steiner asked a little boy, "What's going on?" The boy answered, "Une manif contre la mort de Sartre"; indeed, a maniftestation), a demonstration against death; against the death of Sartre (3). So there is something else one can do in the face of death: one can demonstrate against it. So, at least, thinks the primitive mind. People in earlier generations and in other cultures, more primitive than we -we may think -thought and spoke of death with hatred, as they would of an enemy to be conquered, as of an enemy to be taunted: "0 death, where is thy sting, where thy victory?"
Who today could possibly be so uninhibited, so nakedly primitive as to admit a hatred of . death? We live in a culture of high science and technology, so we laudably marshal and perfect the surgery, drugs, and technology that empower us to postpone death, as we often do so masterfully. Postpone death, yes, but face death when it can no longer be postponed? Well, it's not true to say we do not think about death. We do, at least in academic circles. We can hold our own with educated people of the past and, as they have done, we too know how to philosophize and say a great number of clever things about death as a biological necessity, about death as a part of the natural order of things, about death in the context of the field theory of modern physics, about the mind-body duality, and ... and .., and. We live in a culture, it is assumed, of high educatĩn.
Though we can tolerate a degree of metaphysical discourse about matters unthinkable, we acutely resent embarrassingly anthropomorphic and primitive displays of~atred, hubris, or despair against death. Better the rational stance of calm silence in the face of a fate that is biologically ne<;essary, inevitable, and universal. Better not to ask the primitive questions that make people queasy because no one knows how to answer them, except, perhaps, with the mumbled symbols of some ancient religion.
.
AT THE LIMITS OF HUMANISM
We are educated, and education, if Alexander Murray is right, has the side effect of rendering people systematically less capable of understanding grades of civilization other than their own. The primitive child grows up to be baffled by the primitive (4). So we increasingly and successfully socialize ourselves into silence about any ques-tions that would direct us beyond' the boundaries of what "human agency can alleviate" (5) . We shrink away from the thrust of our own intelligence when it would drag us, if given free rein, into a darkness where no data, no concepts, no hypotheses, and no proof could silence or calm the dread and the rage with which an awakened human spirit should tremble in confronting the apparently all-too-real and inevitable fate of personal extinction.
Below the surface-stream, shallow and light, Of what we say we feel -below the stream As light, of what we think we feel -there flows With noiseless current strong, obscure and deep, The central stream of what we feel indeed .... (6) The great repression and distraction of late 20th-century culture force us increasingly into silence about "what we feel indeed" on the frontier of death's darkness. We are cut off from the deepest questions our own intelligence would ask, because these are questions to which we ourselves, and no other human agency, can adequately respond. So, we are not simply silent about these questions, we rather learn not to ask them anymore. How could we, when the language we would need, even just to phrase the questions, let alone to speak meaningfully to them, is now largely dead?
In classicist cultures language was held to-. gether, taut, tight, and vibrant by a single set of beliefs and ideals that were both the standard and the space of thought and discourse for all human beings in all times and places. But we live in a fractured and fragmented post-classicist world. If to hope is to believe, we no longer share the same beliefs, and who would dare speak of his or her own beliefs, except in the comforting circle of cultic friends? Our science, in a post-classicist world, is not a ready-made achievement stored for all time in a great book, but an ongoing process that no library, let alone any single mind, is expected to encompass (7) . Our ethics, likewise, is not a simple inheritance of principle, completed and ready for universal application. And this is our condition too when we meet one another at the frontiers of death. We no longer have one great book from which we can read words of strength and promise to awaken acts of hope in people who tremble when cumulative losses and impending death crack the protective shell of everyday routine thoughts-Images, and dreams.
One of my friends wondered if he would ever find the strength of faith to face his own death, and the death of his loved ones, calmly and without that crushing sense of despair. I rather brutally asked him: "What do you want to be? Stronger than Jesus?" What did I mean? Well, that central figure, if one can believe the narratives of his life, died with two seemingly diametrically opposed cries: "Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit," and, "My God, my God, why have you abandoned me?" These are the overtones and undertones of the human spirit on the boundaries of humanism.
